
Alexander Technique References  
for New Students of the Work 

Larry Lee Hensel 
Certified Teacher of the Alexander Technique 
http://www.openspacesatwest.com/ 
I often receive requests for a list of references, articles, web pages and other materials that  are 
very useful for beginning Alexander Technique students. I’ve also added comments about the 
materials.  

Good Beginning Books 

How You Stand, How You Move, How You Live: Learning the Alexander Technique to Explore Your 
Mind-Body Connection and Achieve Self-Mastery Paperback – May 23, 2007 

by Missy Vineyard  (Author) 

How You Stand, How You Move, How You Live: Learning the Alexander Technique to Explore Your Mind-Body 
Connection and Achieve Self-Mastery. 
 
Larry’s Comments:  This is, perhaps my favorite AT Book.  Since its publication, I have always included it as a 
required text for the college AT level-class I taught.  This book illuminates the principals of AT by telling the 
stories of her clients, making this a real and personal perspective.  Ms. Vineyard also includes awareness 
strategies (I hesitate to say the word, “exercise,” but they are activities which can do on your own), and the end 
of many of the chapters. 
 
Body Learning: An Introduction to the Alexander Technique, Second Edition Paperback – 
January 15, 1996 

by Michael J. Gelb (Author) 

This new, fully revised and updated edition confirms Body Learning's status as the classic work on the 
Alexander Technique for maintaining the health and efficiency of the body. 
 
Larry’s Comments:  This was the 2nd book I always required for my class.  This book has been in print a while, 
and it is still the most concise, best written book outlining all of Mr. Alexander’s principals.  This book will help 
you understand the work from a traditional AT view.  It also has excellent photos which illustrate AT Principals.  
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The Structures and Movement of Breathing: A Primer for Choirs and 
Choruses/G5265Paperback – June 1, 2000 

by Barbara Conable  (Author) 

This enlightening handbook is designed to provide choir members clear and concise information about their 
breathing so that they may sing with optimal enjoyment and beauty.Featuring dozens of detailed illustrations 
and explanations, this book is a crucial tool to anyone on a quest for phenomenal sound.Crucial to this quest is 
understanding how our own bodies work to produce sound through a technique known as Body Mapping.  
 
Larry’s Comments:  Even though the title says this is for singers, it is certainly pertinent to how we can breathe 
efficiently throughout your day, and especially in your specialized activities of building puppets and performing 
the complex art of puppetry. I love this book because it is short, concise, extraordinarily well-written (and having 
worked with Barbara once, trust me when I say, she means every word she writes). The drawn illustrations are 
wonderful, and I use them a lot in workshops.  
 
Anatomy of Movement (Revised Edition) Revised ed. Edition 

by Blandine Calais-Germain  (Author) 

Anatomy of Movement presents a dynamic, integrated approach to the study of the physical structures of the 
musculoskeletal system and their functional relationship to the movements of the human body. In clear and 
concise text illustrated with more than a thousand graphic drawings, the author guides the reader on a lively 
tour of the muscles, bones, ligaments and joints of the arms, legs and trunk. The focus throughout the book is 
on anatomy not for its own sake, but in its functional relationship to the actual movements of the body in dance, 
exercise, and other physical disciplines. In this newly-revised edition, a majority of the thousand-plus 
illustrations are new or have been modified by the author from the original edition. The text has also been 
updated, and the sequencing of the presentation of the musculoskeletal anatomy has been revised in part. 
 
Larry’s Comments:  For those of you who want to dive into anatomy in a more detailed manner, this one you 
can dive into!  The author was originally a dancer, so she has approached this work with the knowledge that 
less is more when it comes to understanding how we move.  I have often included illustrations from this book 
when explaining basic body mapping principals.  She has also written a number of anatomy books, including a 
book on anatomy of exercises, anatomy of breathing, anatomy of the female pelvis, and preparing for a gentle 
birth (the pelvis in pregnancy).  
 
 
 

 

 
 
Somatics: Reawakening The Mind's Control Of Movement, Flexibility, And 
Health Paperback– August 3, 2004 

by Thomas Hanna  (Author) 
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In the revolutionary Somatics, Thomas Hanna demonstrates that so many problems we accept as inevitable 
over time-chronic stiffness, bad back, chronic pain, fatigue, and even high blood pressure -need never occur if 
we maintain conscious control of nerve and muscle, a state which Hanna calls sensory-motor awareness. This 
gentle, lifelong program can help almost anyone maintain the pleasures of a supple, healthy body indefinitely, 
with only a five-minute routine once a day. 
 
Larry’s Comments: Although this author approaches his work of mindfulness in movement from a Feldenkreis 
background (Feldenkreis is somewhat similar to AT, although it uses physical exercises through all of its 
principals).  Mr. Hanna has taken the Feldenkreis work further by going beyond mindless stretching, by giving 
his clients specific thinking strategies (again, very much like AT work), and specific exercises to help you 
achieve a new sense of mindfulness through movement.  My only concern is that again, one might forget that 
the process is the goal, not a preconceived goal outlined by someone other than yourself.  
 
 
The Body Has a Mind of Its Own: How Body Maps in Your Brain Help You Do (Almost) 
Everything Better (Hardcover) Paperback – 2007 

by -Matthew Blakeslee & Sandra Blakeslee- (Author) 

In this compelling, cutting-edge book, two generations of science writers explore the exciting science of "body 
maps" in the brain-and how startling new discoveries about the mind-body connection can change and improve 
our lives. Why do you still feel fat after losing weight? What makes video games so addictive? How can 
"practicing" your favorite sport in your imagination improve your game? The answers can be found in body maps. 
Just as road maps represent interconnections across the landscape, your many body maps represent all aspects 
of your bodily self, inside and out. In concert, they create your physical and emotional awareness and your sense 
of being a whole, feeling self in a larger social world. Moreover, your body maps are profoundly elastic. Your self 
doesn't begin and end with your physical body but extends into the space around you. This space morphs every 
time you put on or take off clothes, ride a bike, or wield a tool. When you drive a car, your personal body space 
grows to envelop it. When you play a video game, your body maps automatically track and emulate the actions of 
your character onscreen. When you watch a scary movie, your body maps put dread in your stomach and send 
chills down your spine. If your body maps fall out of sync, you may have an out-of-body experience or see auras 
around other people. The Body Has a Mind of Its Own explains how you can tap into the power of body maps to 
do almost anything better-whether it is playing tennis, strumming a guitar, riding a horse, dancing a waltz, 
empathizing with a friend, raising children, or coping with stress. The story of body maps goes even further, 
providing a fresh look at the causes of anorexia, bulimia, obsessive plastic surgery, and the notorious golfer's 
curse "the yips." It lends insights into culture, language, music, parenting, emotions, chronic pain, and more. 
 
Larry’s Comments:  The description pretty much says it all, and I think you realize how important it was 
that we spent that much time on Body Mapping in our workshop.  Also, this book is a lot of fun to read. I 
highly recommend it! 
 
The Practice of Presence: Five Paths for Daily Life Paperback – March 1, 2006 

by Patty De Llosa (Author) 

The Practice of Presence is about coming alive to the present moment. Readers will discover practical guidance 
on how to seek daily what we truly desire behind all the urgencies and obligations of our lives: contact with our 
own immediate inner truth. Here are the seminal ideas of five great spiritual paths as seen through the lens of a 
seeker’s experience. T¹ai Chi, prayer, and meditation are well known. The Alexander Technique and Jungian 
studies are not usually thought of as spiritual and the Gurdjieff teaching is relatively unknown. Yet each of these 
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paths to wholeness is complementary to the others, calling on the body, mind, and feeling in unique ways that 
can lead to a growing integration of all three. 
 
Larry’s Comments:  For those of you who are interested in the spiritual connection that some AT students 
feel, this is an excellent read. Although many AT teachers are reluctant to acknowledge a spiritual side of 
the work, many students often sense a greater awareness of their spiritual self—a fullness, if you will.  In 
my private teaching, I have observed that some of my students experienced this sense.  I don’t dwell on 
that aspect, as I am not qualified to discuss that aspect on a professional level in a lesson.  That said, if 
that happens, I certainly make room for that in the lesson, especially if the student needs time to assimilate 
such awakenings.  Patty actually entered an AT Teacher’s Training Program, not with the intent of 
becoming an AT Teacher, but with the objective as a means to pursue a life with more fullness and health.  
 
Websites   

http://alexandertechnique.com/ (The Complete Guide to the Alexander Technique).   

 This is the most comprehensive site for information on the Alexander Technique.  There are many 
articles and videos for your perusal.  You will notice that there are many different approaches to this work, 
some of which may sound conflicting at times.  But that’s true with many disciplines in body-mind work.  
Trust your instinct to know what appeals to you, and what sounds reasonable and sensible.  

http://www.ati-net.com/  (The home page to Alexander Technique International).  This is the organization 
to which I belong, and who certified my standing as an Alexander Technique Teacher.  There are excellent 
articles on here as well, and a link to find an ATI AT Teacher in your area.  

http://www.amsatonline.org/  (The home page to the American Society for the Alexander Technique 
[AmSAT]).   AmSAT is the largest professional organization of teachers in the US. They are also a certifying 
body. Many AT Teachers belong to both ATI and AmSAT and embrace both organizations as being equally 
important.  There is a link to find an AmSAT AT Teachers in your area.  

Other Sources 

Once you start your investigation of materials, and websites, you will find many other 
supplementary materials.  

http://www.constructiverest.com/home/ (My favorite website for “Constructive Rest). 

Constructive Rest, also known as semi-supine, active rest, and the balanced resting state, is one of the 
most common procedures of students and teachers of The Alexander Technique. CR is also widely used 
in the realms of dance, theatre, yoga, and physio-therapy among others.  On this site, you will find audio 
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guides for constructive rest.  David Newsmith is a wonderful colleague of mine, and I value his insight on 
this subject greatly!  

I hope this helps with your beginning exploration of the Alexander Technique, should you wish to 
explore the work further. Please know that I am always happy to answer questions, to guide you 
to books, teachers, and materials.  Please do not HESITATE to contact me!   

Larry Lee Hensel  https://www.openspacesatwest.com  (My AT Business Webpage) 

Larry.lee.hensel@gmail.com   

 

 

 

 

 


